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Context-orientation in 
Programming and Engineering

COP is an emerging research area
Several constructs for modularization and 
dynamic adoption of context-dependent 
behaviors
Several efforts for CO in software 
engineering are also found
Analysis of requirements variability 
depending on contexts [Salifu07, Lapouchnian09, Liaskos06, 
Ali09]
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Only few efforts have been made to
bridge b/w both sides!



Purpose of this talk

To report our recent study on modeling 
method for layers and context changes
Based on the use case driven approach
Systematic translation from model into 
implementation
To discuss how this study affects the design 
of EventCJ



Example: a Twitter client
Supporting multiple tabs
At most one tab can be focused
Focused tab updates timeline frequently/ 
other tabs update timeline infrequently
All tabs update timeline infrequently when 
the machine is running out of the battery
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Overview of our modeling 
method

Identification of context-dep. use cases

Extraction of events from use case scenarios

Constructing event-driven state transition 
model of dynamic changes of contexts

Grouping related context-dep. use cases as a 
layer



Assumptions

Context changes w.r.t tab’s focus and machine’s 
battery have been identified in the requirements 

elicitation process



Context-dependent use cases
Identified as specializations of general use 
case
Annotated with condition about contexts 
on which they are executable

Update timeline

Update 
timeline frequently

Update 
timeline infrequently

TabIsFocused and 
not EnergySaved

TabIsUnfocused or 
EnergySaved

Twitter



Grouping use cases
Another use case diagram describing 
interaction b/w user and client

“Updating timeline infrequently” and “showing 
an alert icon” are executable under the same 
context
Grouping use cases as a layer

Viewing timeline
Showing an 
alert icon

TabIsFocused and EnergySaved
TabIsFocused = true

user

Updating timeline infrequently
Showing an alert icon Updating timeline frequently

TabIsInactive
TabIsActive



Event: execution point of the scenario when a 
context changes

Extracting events from 
scenarios

1. The user selects a button to create a new tab
2. The client creates a new, focused tab and displays it
3. The current focused tab becomes unfocused

Use case: creating a new tab

Events:
TabIsFocused occurs when a new tab is created and sent 
to the new tab
TabIsUnfocused occurs when a new tab is created and 
sent to the current tab



Modeling context changes
TabIsFocused changes TabIsUnfocused to 
TabIsFocused
Similarly, we can model the context change 
regarding battery

EnergySaved

TabIsFocused TabIsUnfocused
TabIsFocused

TabIsFocused

TabIsUnfocused

BatteryLow

ACConnected



Mismatch b/w contexts and 
layers

Layers depend on combination of activation 
status of contexts

TabIsActive TabIsInactive

TabIsFocused

EnergySaved

TabIsUnfocused

Leading to the proposal of composite layers



Concluding remarks
Modeling method for layers and context 
changes
A layer is a group of context-dependent 
use cases
Context changes are derived from analysis 
of use case scenarios
CO from viewpoint of software engineering 
should be explored
to validate and improve language design
to study how COP can affect software 
engineering


